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Abstract—According to a 2014 Spring American College
Health Association Survey, almost 50% of college students
reported feeling things were hopeless and that it was difﬁcult
to function within the last 12 months. More than 80% reported
feeling overwhelmed and exhausted by their responsibilities. This
critical subpopulation of Americans is facing signiﬁcant levels of
mental health disorders, challenging colleges to provide accessible
and high quality behavioral health care. However, psychiatric
disorders are frequently unrecognized in primary care settings,
posing physical, emotional, economic, and social burdens to
patients and others.
Towards the goal of earlier identiﬁcation and treatment
of mental health disorders, this paper proposes M-SEQ, an
early detection framework for anxiety/depression using electronic
health data from primary care visit sequences. Speciﬁcally,
compared to existing methods that predict a future disease state
using frequency of diagnoses in a patient’s medical history, we
hypothesize that future disease might also be correlated with the
temporal orders of diagnoses. Thus, M-SEQ ﬁrst discovers a set
of diagnosis codes that are discriminative of anxiety/depression,
and then extracts each diagnosis pair from each patient’s health
record to represent the temporal orders of diagnoses. Further,
it incorporates the extracted temporal order information with
the existing representation to predict whether a patient is at risk
of anxiety/depression. We evaluate M-SEQ using the electronic
health record (EHR) data of 213,112 college students from 10
schools participating in the College Health Surveillance Network
(CHSN) from January 1, 2011 through December 31, 2014. The
experimental results shows that our framework can detect a
future diagnosis of anxiety and depression based on the primary
care visit data up to 3 months in advance, with approximately
1%–4.5% higher accuracy, compared to baseline methods using
frequency of diagnoses.
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Psychiatric disorders in the college student population have
increased in frequency and severity in the United States with
18.6% of adults suffering from at least one active mental health disorder [1]. Anxiety and mood disorders occur
more frequently with incidence rates of 18.2% and 9.6%
among adults, respectively [2]. College students responding
to the Spring 2014 American College Health Association’s
National College Health Assessment reported feeling things
were hopeless (46%), felt overwhelming anxiety (54%), and
86% reported feeling overwhelmed by all they had to do [3].
978-1-4799-9926-2/15/$31.00 ©2015 IEEE

Suicide is also the leading cause of death [3]. Early detection
and treatment of depression or anxiety disorders are crucial
to preventing more severe outcomes. Psychiatric disorders are
frequently unrecognized in primary care settings. As the most
accessible institute for students’ health care, student health
centers hold the best opportunity to improve the early detection
and intervention of anxiety/depression disorders.
Despite signiﬁcant resources being devoted to the provision
of mental health services at most colleges and universities in
the United States, there have been no efforts towards datadriven methodologies for early detection of mental health disorders in primary care settings. Temporal data from a patient’s
electronic health record could be used to aid clinicians in
the identiﬁcation of patients at high risk of a mental health
disorders potentially leading to more timely treatment and
better health outcomes. This work represents the ﬁrst attempt
in college health to develop predictive models for anxiety and
depression based on primary care data.
A. Assessment of Mental Health Disorders
In order to detect mental health disorders for a particular
patient, a variety of predictive models utilizing heterogeneous
medical data have been studied [4]–[9]. Questionnaire-based
assessments are commonly used to detect mental health disorders. In some of the studies [4]–[6], researchers designed
a speciﬁc questionnaire, a structured interview, or evaluation
targeting a certain mental health disorder to collect the patients’ behavioral information. In other cases, researchers used
standard psychological measures, such as PHQ-9 [10], also
called psychological screening, to assess patients’ risk of suffering from mental health disorders. However, psychological
questionnaires are not generally applicable in primary care and
the evaluation data is not widely accessible. This minimizes
possibility of early detection of mental health disorders. In
contrast, Electric Health Record (EHR) data has a higher
accessibility to clinicians and researchers and holds comprehensive information of patients medical history especially
within the primary care setting. Thus, this data also provides a
promising opportunity for the early detection of mental health
disorders due to its accessibility and standardized use and
features.
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B. Early Detection of Diseases based on EHR Data
Given (1) a disease as the prediction target (i.e., anxiety/depression in our study), (2) the EHR data of a large
population with/out the target disease, and (3) the EHR data of
the patient for whom we aim to predict, several models [11]–
[14] have been used to predict whether the given patient would
develop that disease in the near future. Most of these methods
consist of following three uniﬁed steps:
• Feature extraction: Given the raw visit data from each
patient’s EHR, this step extracts some attributes and
information that are relevant to the target disease and
represents the extracted information as a data vector with
a uniform structure (e.g., a numeric vector consisting of
the results of a set of relevant diagnoses in past visits).
Please note that each patient’s data vector should be in
the same structure and contain the necessary information
for disease prediction;
• Supervised learning: Given each patient’s data vector as
well as his/her class label which identiﬁes if the patient
is diagnosed with the target disease, this step builds a
predictive model using supervised learning algorithms
(e.g., k nearest neighbor (kNN), support vector machine
(SVM), or random forest (RF)), to compute the risk
of developing the target disease as a function of past
diagnoses represented by the data vector; and
• New patient prediction: Given the predictive model and
the medical history of a new patient, we predict whether
the patient will develop the target disease according to
the data vector produced from one’s medical history and
the patterns learned in the predictive model.
Among the three steps discussed above, our research focuses
primarily on improving the accuracy of existing predictive
models through enhanced feature extraction, while pushing
the frontiers of the state-of-the-art of supervised learning and
disease prediction methods.
C. Feature Extraction from EHR Data for Mental Health
Disorder Prediction
Given each patient’s EHR data, which consists of the
patient’s demographic information and a sequence of past
visits, existing methods ﬁrst retrieve the diagnosis codes
recorded during each visit [11], [12]. Then, the frequency
of each diagnosis appearing in all past visits are counted,
followed by further transformation on the frequency of each
diagnosis into a vector of frequencies (e.g., 1, 0, ..., 3, where
0 means the 2nd diagnoses does not exist in all past visits).
Patients might have differing numbers of visits, and each visit
might consist of multiple diagnoses—aforementioned methods
can be used to transform differing patients’ visit sequences
to a vector in a uniﬁed space RD , where D is the total
number of diagnoses and vectors, can be handled by common
machine learning algorithms. However, psychological studies
and clinical research demonstrate that the mental health status
of a patient can be observed through the change of some
relevant diagnoses over time [15], [16]. Thus, we hypothesize

that temporal orders of diagnoses in past visits are predictive
of anxiety/depression. In order to extract temporal features
for the early detection of anxiety/depression, we propose to
create a vector space characterization of the temporal orders
of diagnoses in patients’ medical histories.
D. Proposed Research
In this work, we study the early detection of anxiety/depression among college students using EHR data to
discriminate a patient’s risk for anxiety/depression by incorporating the temporal orders of past diagnoses. We present a
novel framework for the early detection of anxiety/depression
by leveraging patient demographics and the temporal order
and frequencies of the past diagnoses in patients’ EHR data.
We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:
• In this work, our goal is to improve the early detection for
anxiety/depression by incorporating the temporal orders
of past diagnoses in EHR data from non-mental health
visits. To the best of our knowledge, this paper is the
ﬁrst study to address the problem of early detection on
mental health disorders using pairwise temporal order,
diagnosis frequency and diagnoses transition frequency.
• In order to improve the accuracy of existing predictive
models, we propose M-SEQ, a predictive framework.
To extract an appropriate set of features preserving the
temporal order information, M-SEQ uses a three-step
algorithm: (1) we select an optimal subset of diagnoses
that are most relevant to the anxiety/depression according
to the maximal information gain criterion, (2) transform
the pairwise order between each two diagnoses into a
vector space (i.e., RD×D ) so as to represent the temporal
orders of diagnoses for each patient, and (3) compress
RD×D into a small vector space Rk , k << D), where
k is the dimension of the most relevant transitions between pairwise diagnoses containing the temporal orders
through supervised dimension reduction. After combining
the pairwise transition vector and the frequency vector
extracted from each patient’s EHR data (e.g., vi ∈ RD
and vi ∈ Rk ⇒ vi ∈ RD+k for patient i), M-SEQ further
leverages a set of alternative supervised learning algorithms (i.e., SVM, RF, and linear discriminant analysis
(LDA)) to predict future diagnoses of anxiety/depression.
• We evaluate M-SEQ using the electronic health data from
10 universities participating in CHSN containing 213,112
patients from January 1, 2011 through December 31,
2014. The data contains both mental health and nonmental health diagnoses recorded in the primary care
visits of college students to the student health centers. We
present further comparison of the performance of M-SEQ
with several baseline approaches that do not consider
the temporal orders of diagnoses. The evaluation results
demonstrate that the proposed method improves the accuracy of the predictive models for anxiety/depression
compared to baselines.
The paper is structured as follows: Section II discusses the
previous studies that have been done in the mental health
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disorders and predictive modeling in healthcare. Section III
describes the proposed methodology. Section IV describes the
data used in this research, the experimental design, and the
experimental results and analyses. Finally, the summary of
this work, future work, and clinical context are discussed in
Section V.
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Fig. 1: An example of a patient proﬁle in CHSN

II. R ELATED W ORK
Mental health disorders have been extensively studied by
researchers in terms of the causes, prevention, and treatment,
where the prevailing approach is cohort studies on behavioral
and social information. In recent years, a few researchers studied the prediction of mental health disorders using machine
learning approaches [17], [18]. In this section, we will discuss
these works from two perspectives:
A. Predictive Models for Early Detection of Diseases
Predictive models have been applied to help with decisionmaking in many medical domains. These include the prediction of breast cancer, type II diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
and mortality for critically-ill hospitalized adults to name a
few [19]–[22]. According to the predictive models, a high-risk
patient will be referred to intensive interventions and attention
(e.g., screening and counseling) to prevent potential disease.
These models have the potential to reduce the mortality rates
and improve the quality of life of high-risk patients and control
cost and complications for low-risk patients [23]. Notably,
predictive models have become vital tools to assist with medical decision-making and can bring beneﬁts to both healthcare
providers and patients. Accurate prediction of mental health
disorders can assist clinicians in identifying high-risk patients
in an early stage ultimately leading to more timely diagnosis
and treatment of mental health disorders.
Disease prediction can be treated as a classiﬁcation problem
in which many well-established classiﬁers are actively used
in this arena. Researchers have attempted to predict depression severity to help personalize treatment for those patients.
In [18], the features used for supervised learning include
gender, ICD-9 codes, disease and drug ingredient terms,
and average number of visits. A LASSO logistic regression
model is trained on the feature vectors to predict potential
depression. The prediction model is better at recognizing lowrisk patients with a 90% speciﬁcity. Patients at high risk of
depression are identiﬁed with a 25% sensitivity 12 months
before the diagnosis and with a 50% sensitivity at the time of
diagnosis [18].
B. Data Representation of Electronic Health Data
Electronic health data is heterogeneous and cannot be readily expressed in a uniﬁed vector space. Thus, an appropriate
representation of those data is the cornerstone for further
advancements in analytics and modeling. Poor representation
of data lacking vital information can adversely affect predictive
models. Usually, frequency and presence (or absence) are
used as the representations for the categorical features of an
instance, where presence or absence is coded as a binary

variable [11], [18]. In [11], diagnosis of diabetes is predicted
based on the past diagnoses information, medication and
procedure orders, and lab tests from patients’ medical records.
For each patient, a feature vector is constructed based on
the longitudinal health data. A feature value is generated by
aggregating all the events of the same feature occurring in
the pre-deﬁned time window, where frequency is used for
categorical features. While in a predictive model for the early
detection of depression, the ICD-9 codes are converted to
binary features where 1 indicates that the feature is present
in the patient’s medical history, and 0 otherwise [18].
However, the features extracted in the above works have
omitted the temporal orders of events, which might contain important information for the early detection of a disease. Thus,
we propose to generate a feature vector representation for each
patient with both commonly used frequency information and
temporal orders of clinical events in order to improve the early
detection accuracy using the predictive models trained on those
feature vectors.
III. M-SEQ F RAMEWORK AND A LGORITHMS
In this paper, we propose M-SEQ for representing patient
proﬁles in an EHR database to enable the early detection of
anxiety/depression from primary care visit data. In this section,
we deﬁne the problem and introduce the design of the M-SEQ
framework.
A. Problem Formulation
Given (1) the training set for mental health disorder prediction in which each patient’s record consists of a sequence
of visits and each visit containing a set of diagnosis codes
(shown in Figure 1), namely, si , for patient i, and (2) each
patient’s label (i.e., +1/ − 1) representing a mental health
disorder (e.g., li = +1 indicating patient i has a diagnosis of
depression or anxiety at any time in their medical history),
our research problem is to ﬁnd a method to transform each si
to a ﬁxed-length data vector vi , where vi ∈ RD∗ (D∗ is not
foreknown), so as to maximize the accuracy of any arbitrary
classiﬁer. That is:

max
li ∗ classiﬁer (vi ),
(1)
0≤i<N

where the function classiﬁer : RD∗ → {+1/ − 1} refers to
an arbitrary binary classiﬁer on top of vector space RD∗ .
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Information gain is a common method for feature selection
which measures the decrease in entropy when the feature is
given versus when it is absent [26]. The expected information
needed to classify a tuple x ∈ D is:
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Feature
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Supervised
Dimension
Reduction

I(D) = −
Disease
Prediction

Supervised
Learning

C


pi log(pi )

(2)

i=1

where C is the number of distinct classes. pi is the probability
that an arbitrary object in D is from Class i. We compute additional information needed to arrive at an exact classiﬁcation
after partitioning feature A with values v1 , v2 , . . . , vn using:

Fig. 2: The M-SEQ framework

B. M-SEQ Framework
In this section, we introduce the M-SEQ framework, illustrated in Figure 2. Our framework contains the following three
components:
1) Feature Extraction — Given each patient’s medical
history and the label of each patient, this step transforms
each patient’s records into a data vector of ﬁxed-length
using supervised approaches.
2) Supervised Learning — Given the transformed data
vector from Step 1 and the label of each patient, this
step trains a predictive model based on the given data
vectors and labels using supervised learning algorithms
(i.e., SVM, LDA, and RF).
3) New Patient Prediction — Given a feature vector from
Step 1, this step uses the predictive model (from Step 2)
to predict the new patient’s label. The outcome of this
step is +1 or -1, which refers to whether the patient will
develop (+1) a mental health disorder (-1 otherwise) in
the future.
Our feature extraction method consists of following three
steps.

IA (D) = −

j=1

D

· I(Dj )

(3)

D

where Dj is the fraction of the jth partition. Hence, the
information gained from having feature A is:
gain(A) = I(D) − IA (D)

(4)

D. Pairwise Order Transition Transformation
Each patient’s visit sequence is transformed to a data
vector of the diagnosis set with the highest information gain.
To create a uniﬁed feature space for each patient, we ﬁrst
generate a vector of frequencies A1 , . . . , AM , where Ai refers
to the count of the ith selected diagnosis in one’s previous
visits and M is the total number of the selected diagnoses.
For example, there are 3 visits for patient x and 5 visits
for patient y, x = ((A1 , A2 ), (A1 , A2 , A3 ), (A1 , A5 )) and
y = ((A2 ), (A2 , A3 , A4 ), (A3 , A5 ), (A2 , A5 ), (A5 )), where
Ai ∈ (A1 , . . . , A5 ). The frequency vectors of patients x and
y are:
TABLE I: Frequency vectors of patients x and y

C. Information Gain for Maximal Diagnosis Code Selection
Given the set of diagnosis codes in ICD-9 scheme used
in EHRs, this step intends to select a small subset of codes
that can predict the diagnosis of anxiety/depression of the
patient, so as to reduce the complexity and noise. Patient health
data from the CHSN database are processed into sequences
of ICD-9 diagnosis codes. Thousands of ICD-9 codes are
clustered into 283 categories according to the AHRQ Clinical
Classiﬁcation Software and expert opinions [24]. Using the
more general categories reduces the noise issues resulting from
using overly granular features resulting from heterogeneous
coding practices at the schools. For example, the category of
abdominal pain includes 789.00 (abdominal pain unspeciﬁed
site), 789.01 (abdominal pain right upper quadrant), 789.60
(abdominal tenderness unspeciﬁed site), 789.61 (abdominal
tenderness right upper quadrant), etc. Further, given these
code groups, we select a subset of diagnoses, according to
their ability to distinguish between patients with and without
anxiety/depression. We ﬁrst calculate the information gain [25]
of each diagnosis and then utilize the top M diagnoses with
the highest information gain as the features in our models.

n

Dj

x
y

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

3
0

2
3

1
2

0
1

1
3

However, the frequency vectors do not contain any
temporal information. Thus, we introduce the pairwise
transitions into the vector space where the transition
Aij (∈ {A11 , A12 , . . . , AM M }) refers to the number of cooccurrences of each two diagnoses Ai and Aj in two distinct
visits (i.e., the pth and q th visit, and |p − q| = 1, 2, 3, . . . ).
Table II presents the pairwise transition matrix for patient y.
TABLE II: Pairwise transition matrix of patient y
A1
A2
A3
A4
A5

A1

A2

A3

A4

A5

f11
f21
f31
f41
f51

f12
f22
f32
f42
f52

f13
f23
f33
f43
f53

f14
f24
f34
f44
f54

f15
f25
f35
f45
f55

y
fij
contains two components: the value of Aij occurring in
a patient’s records and its frequency. If diagnosis Ai and Aj
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occur in two nearby visits, it indicates a strong correlation
between these two diagnoses, while Ai and Aj are less
correlated if they occurred in two distant visits, respectively.
Thus, a transition feature tij of patient y is deﬁned as:
tyij = exp(−k · |p − q|)

(5)

tyij

where
is the transition from i to j for patient y. The
parameter k is the decay factor characterizing the correlation
between the two diagnoses in a transition (we assume the
correlation between two diagnoses decreases if |p − q| is large
and k is the factor to control the decay speed. When k is 0,
tyij is 1 which is equivalent to merely considering the presence
of diagnoses xi and xj in two distinct sequences. The larger
y
is deﬁned
k is set, the faster the transition decays. Hence, fij
as:
m−1
m
 
y
=
tyij
(6)
fij
p=1 q=p+1

where m is the total number of distinct visits of patient y.
E. Supervised Transition Selection
Given the data matrix of transitions representing each
patient’s record, we convert the matrix into a smaller data
vector by removing the noisy and redundant transition frequencies, considering the predictive power of each transition.
First, the transition matrix is converted to a data vector of
length M 2 . The pairwise transition vector of patient y is
y
y
y
y
y
, . . . , f1M
, . . . , f21
, . . . , fM
y  = (f11
1 , . . . , fM M ). Second,
2
we further down-select features using the χ test to remove
redundant transitions. The χ2 test is used to test the independence of an event and the occurrence of the class—
if a feature is independent of the occurrence of the class,
it cannot provide information to help with the classiﬁcation [27]. Thus, the features statistically independent of the
class outcome are removed from the transition set. The ﬁnalized vector to represent a patient consists of the frequency
vector and the selected transitions. A patient is represented
y
y
y
, . . . , fij
, . . . , fM
as y  = (cy1 x1 , . . . , cyi xi , . . . , cyM xM , f11
M ),
y
y
y
where (c1 x1 , . . . , ci xi , . . . , cM xM ) is the frequency vector
y
y
y
, . . . , fij
, . . . , fM
and f11
M are the selected transitions.
IV. E VALUATION
In this section, we illustrate the experimental results for our
work. We describe the data used in the experiments, followed
by the details of the experimental design and results.
A. Data Description
This research used the de-identiﬁed electronic health records
(EHR) data from 10 schools participating in the College Health
Surveillance Network (CHSN) from January 1, 2011 through
December 31, 2014. The CHSN database contains data from
31 student health centers across the US with over 1 million
patients and 6 million visits [28]. However,the data from the
10 participating schools which upload both mental health and
non-mental health visit data were used for this study. CHSN
provides ICD-9 diagnostic codes and CPT procedural codes

associated with a student health center encounter, as well
as limited demographic information. The selected 10 schools
include 263,947 enrolled students representing all geographic
regions of the United States. The demography of enrolled students (sex, race/ethnicity, age, undergraduate/graduate status)
closely matched the demography for the population of 108
Carnegie Research Universities/Very High classiﬁcation.
The data utilized in this study consists of the primary care
visits of 213,112 patients from which we extracted the ICD-9
codes in each of their visits. Target and control groups are
created for the experiments, which contain 21,097 patients
with anxiety/depression and 327,198 patients without any
mental health disorder in their medical history. Patients with
less than two visits from the control group were excluded from
the analysis. Likewise, for target groups, there must be at least
two visits in the three months before a patient’s ﬁrst diagnosis
of anxiety/depression. Notably, the diagnosis information from
within three months of the ﬁrst diagnosis of anxiety/depression
in the target group is excluded for the aim of early detection.
Consequently, there are 7,322 and 205,790 patients in the
ﬁnalized target and control groups, respectively.
B. Experimental Design
The size of control group is much larger than that of the
target group, which causes a class imbalance problem. We
adopted the EasyEnsemble approach to prevent the majority
class from dominating the learning process and adversely
affecting the performance of the classiﬁers. In the EasyEnsemble method, we randomly sampled from the majority class
multiple times and trained the classiﬁers on each of the
samples. The ﬁnal output is averaged over all the learners [29].
For supervised learning, we build three different classiﬁers:
linear SVM, LDA, and RF with 20 trees. In each experiment,
we used 5-fold cross validation for training and testing the
performance of the models. Furthermore, we consider multiple
values of the decay factor k: 0.3, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0.
C. Experimental Results
For all experiments based on the three vector representations
(i.e., frequency, pairwise and M-SEQ), we conducted 5-fold
cross validation with different values of k using all three
classiﬁers: SVM, LDA and RF. The accuracy of the three
classiﬁers are presented in Table III. Speciﬁcally, Figure 3
shows the accuracy of SVM, LDA, and RF based on the three
vector representations: Frequency, Pairwise, and M-SEQ when
k is 0.3, 1.0, and 2.0.
Generally, the results shown in Figure 3 and Table III
demonstrate that our method improves the accuracy for all
values of k. Furthermore, the p values of all the paired t-tests
on the accuracy of all the predictive models are signiﬁcant at
the 0.05 level indicating that the performance improvement by
using M-SEQ is statistically signiﬁcant. With each k tested in
the experiments, the M-SEQ models achieve a higher accuracy
than both the frequency and pairwise models. When k = 0.3,
the SVM classiﬁer based on M-SEQ improved the performance
by 1.86% compared to using the frequency vector and achieves
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Fig. 3: Prediction accuracy of classiﬁers based on frequency, pairwise, and M-SEQ representations
TABLE III: Prediction accuracy of classiﬁers based on frequency, pairwise, and M-SEQ representations

TABLE IV: The selected diagnoses

Accuracy
k

Classiﬁer

Frequency

Pairwise

M-SEQ

0.3

SVM
LDA
RF

55.45%
55.38%
54.31%

54.63%
54.09%
54.89%

57.31%
57.23%
55.62%

0.5

SVM
LDA
RF

55.45%
55.38%
54.31%

54.63%
54.71%
54.88%

57.21%
57.35%
55.65%

1.0

SVM
LDA
RF

55.45%
55.38%
54.31%

54.43%
54.80%
54.92%

57.11%
57.52%
55.67%

1.5

SVM
LDA
RF

55.45%
55.38%
54.31%

52.68%
54.85%
54.91%

56.86%
57.63%
55.64%

2.0

SVM
LDA
RF

55.45%
55.38%
54.31%

52.07%
54.86%
54.92%

56.49%
57.65%
55.64%

a 2.68% higher accuracy than using the pairwise transitions.
Similarly, the LDA model based on M-SEQ presents an
improvement between 1.85% and 3.14% in accuracy than
using the frequency and pairwise representations, respectively.
The RF classiﬁer based on the proposed method improves the
accuracy by 1.36% and 0.78% compared to using the other
two representations.
Furthermore, the performance of classiﬁers on the three
representations are shown in Figure 4 in terms of accuracy,
sensitivity, and speciﬁcity, when k = 0.3. Even though the
classiﬁers using the pairwise transition vectors have a much
higher sensitivity, they achieve extremely low speciﬁcity. In
other words, the former models are biased towards the positive
class, while the M-SEQ shows more balanced performance on
both positive and negative classes. Besides accuracy, M-SEQ
achieves an F1 measure of 62.53% using SVM, 63.12% using
LDA, and 57.25% using RF when k = 1.0.
According to Table III, we found that there is very little
change in the accuracy with different values of k in the
proposed method. Thus, it demonstrates that the performance
is fairly stable for different values of the decay factor.
Overall, the experimental results indicate that the proposed

Index

Diagnoses

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Malaise and fatigue
Contraceptive and procreative management
Poisoning by other medications and drugs
Headache; including migraine
Nausea and vomiting
Abdominal pain
Other upper respiratory infections
Menstrual disorders
Spondylosis; intervertebral disc disorders; other back
problems
Other gastrointestinal disorders
Conditions associated with dizziness or vertigo
Other female genital disorders
Genitourinary symptoms and ill-deﬁned conditions
Cardiac dysrhythmias
Noninfectious gastroenteritis
Administrative/social admission
Other skin disorders
Esophageal disorders
Other nutritional; endocrine; and metabolic disorders
Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
Deﬁciency and other anemia
Urinary tract infections
Mycoses
Other nervous system disorders
Asthma
Other connective tissue disease
Other endocrine disorders
Other lower respiratory disease
Inﬂammatory diseases of female pelvic organs
Nonspeciﬁc chest pain

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

methods can improve the accuracy of early detection of
anxiety/depression for college students using their primary
care visit data.
D. Case Study 1: selected diagnoses with maximal information gain
We further investigate the diagnoses selected from all 283
groups, listed in Table IV.
By observing the selected features, we speculate that the
above diagnoses are selected as predictive features of anxiety/depression due to different reasons. Some of the diagnoses
in Table IV are depression-relevant somatic symptoms, which
include abdominal pain, headaches, nausea, chest pain, back
pain, dizziness, malaise and fatigue, and menstrual disorder.
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Fig. 4: Accuracy, sensitivity, and speciﬁcity of classiﬁers based on frequency, pairwise, and M-SEQ representations (k=2.0)

According to [30]–[38], somatic symptoms of general aches,
pains, and fatigue, present frequently among patients with
anxiety or depression, especially in primary care. Accordingly,
these physical diagnoses are recognized as being highly correlated with anxiety/depression.
Diagnoses of contraceptive and procreative management,
menstrual disorders, and female genital disorder occur purely
or mostly among females rather than males. Females are also
much more likely to suffer from mental health disorders—the
incidence rates of anxiety and depression in females are 60%
more than in males [39]. The CHSN data also demonstrates
that anxiety and depression are more prevalent in the female
population than in males. Overall, the selected diagnoses
provide helpful information for clinicians to use in the early
detection of anxiety/depression.
E. Case Study 2: selected pairwise transition features
We further investigate the 9 pairwise transitions selected
from the 900 original transition pairs:
1) Contraceptive and procreative management
→ Contraceptive and procreative management
2) Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
→ Other upper respiratory infections
3) Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
→ Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
4) Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
→ Administrative/social admission
5) Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
→ Poisoning by other medications and drugs
6) Other upper respiratory infections
→ Poisoning by other medications and drugs
7) Poisoning by other medications and drugs
→ Other upper respiratory infections
8) Poisoning by other medications and drugs
→ Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
9) Administrative/social admission
→ Immunizations and screening for infectious disease
According to our analysis on the 30 diagnoses with maximal
information gain, we speculate that the 9 selected pairwise
transitions are constructed by two categories of diagnoses:
• Unrelated diagnoses to anxiety/depression: immunizations and screening for infectious disease, contraceptive

and procreative management, etc.; and
Potentially related diagnoses of anxiety/depression: other
upper respiratory infections, administrative/social admission, etc.
Thus, there are two important types of transitions among
the selected pairwise features:
• Transition from unrelated diagnoses to potentially related
diagnoses of anxiety/depression, such as from immunizations and screening for infectious disease to other
upper respiratory infections and from immunizations and
screening for infectious disease to administrative/social
admission.
• Transition from unrelated diagnoses to unrelated diagnoses of anxiety/depression, such as from immunizations
and screening for infectious disease to immunizations and
screening for infectious disease.
We speculate that the transitions from unrelated to related
diagnoses imply high risk, while transitions from unrelated
to unrelated diagnoses imply low risk of anxiety/depression.
Administrative/social admission includes health service encounters in psychosocial circumstances, convalescence and
palliative care, persons seeking consultation, etc. Prior epidemiological studies suggest that upper respiratory infections
affect mood and cognition, and psychological stress which
is a signiﬁcant risk factor for upper respiratory infections
[40], [41]. Additionally, we found that the transitions from
and to medication and drug poisoning play an important role
in the early detection of anxiety/depression. Further clinical
investigation is needed to fully understand these transitions.
In general, these ﬁndings on important pairwise transitions
are informative for the early detection of anxiety/depression.
•

V. D ISCUSSION AND C ONCLUSION
A. Discussion
In this research, we studied the problem of early detection
of anxiety/depression using patients’ medical history. Data in
medical records are complicated due to their heterogeneity and
different operational contexts. It is common to use frequencies
of clinical events to represent an aspect of a patient of interest.
However, using merely frequencies omits the temporal orders
of events, which might include vital information. There are
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various approaches to processing sequential data, such as using
a sliding window approach. In this study, we created pairwise
transitions between diagnoses as additional features of the
frequency vector. In this way, we include the information contained in temporal diagnoses orders in addition to commonly
used frequencies. The experimental results demonstrate an
improvement in the accuracy comparing to using frequencies
alone.
The data used to learn the patterns for prediction on anxiety/depression suffer from the class imbalance problem, where
there are many more patients in the control group. We adopted
the EasyEnsemble approach to prevent the majority class from
dominating the learning process and affecting the performance
of the classiﬁers [29]. Apart from this work, there are many
other methods to address the class imbalance problem. For
example, SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling TEchnique) is an over-sampling approach that introduces synthetic
examples by joining the nearest neighbors of the minority class
near the boundary [42]. We will examine other sampling and
heuristic methods to balance the training data in future work.
In this research, we used more general diagnosis categories
of ICD-9 codes from the AHRQ classiﬁcation scheme. To
improve clinical meaning and to address the data quality issues
are the major motivations of collapsing individual ICD-9 codes
into general categories. Data quality varies among different
student health centers which affects the accuracy of the ICD9 coding. Thus, using more general groups rather than speciﬁc
codes alleviates the inaccuracy in ICD-9 codes to some extend
and provides more clinical meaning. In future work, we will
explore other approaches to incorporate ICD-9 codes into the
predictive models with less information loss.
Currently, we only consider the transitions between each
pair of diagnoses, while other common features such as demographic information and notes are not included. This is due
to the limited data types contained in the CHSN database and
miscoding of some demographics, such as ethnicity. We will
consider the associate procedures in a visit as well as patient
demographics available in the database such as geographic region, age, and student standing. Additionally, future work will
incorporate transitions between more than two diagnoses as
well as co-occurring diagnoses. Preliminary feature selection
is performed to remove unrelated and redundant diagnoses
codes before predictive modeling; however, metric learning
approaches could be used for automatic feature extraction and
classiﬁcation together which may increase model performance.
Some of these methods have been applied to solve classiﬁcation problems on health data of which we will explore in future
work [11].
Mental health disorders are often unrecognized in primary
care settings such as the student health centers. This oversight
leads to adverse outcomes and higher costs when patients with
anxiety/depression cannot receive proper treatment on time.
Thus, this work on the early detection of anxiety/depression
could potentially aid student health centers in identifying highrisk patients in advance and referring them to behavioral health
services. In addition to assisting clinicians with detecting

patients at high risk, the outcome of this research could also
be implemented as a practical tool for college students to
understand their own risk of developing anxiety/depression
according to their medical history.
B. Conclusion
In this study, we proposed a framework, M-SEQ, for the
early detection of anxiety/depressive disorders based on the
primary care visit data of patients in 10 student health centers.
We expanded existing work in this domain by considering the
temporal diagnoses patterns in models. The developed models
could be used to aid clinicians in identifying patients at a
high risk of anxiety/depression in non-mental health settings.
Practical tools supported by algorithms in this research could
also be developed to help students understand their risk of
anxiety or depression according to their medical history.
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